The possibilities of the level crossing technique [1, 2] stimulate its application on levels not easily investigated by other ways. The effect of the self-alignment in the positive discharge column allows the measurement of the relaxation constants of various He, Ne, Xe, Hg, N2 states by level crossing at zero magnetic field [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The self-alignment in hollow cathode discharge supplements this group with some metals which are more difficult for atomization [12] . The self-alignment mechanism [13] and the peculiarities of the electron energy distribution in hollow cathode discharge are factors which promise coherent excitation (alignment type) of higher energetic levels too. The purpose of the present study is to check this possibility for 5d2-level of the 2p5 5d neon configuration (Paschen's notation). Alignment of this level has not been reported so far. 
